by IAN DOUST (Received 9 November, 1992) 1. Introduction. One of the most important results of operator theory is the spectral theorem for normal operators. This states that a normal operator (that is, a Hilbert space operator T such that T*T= TT*), can be represented as an integral with respect to a countably additive spectral measure,
T = A dE(X).

Ja(T)
Here £ is a measure that associates an orthogonal projection with each Borel subset of C. The countable additivity of this measure means that if x e #? can be written as a sum of eigenvectors x = £ x-n then this sum must converge unconditionally.
It is of interest therefore to know when an operator is normal. One well-known characterization of normality is that T have an isometric functional calculus for the continuous functions on the spectrum of T, o(T). That is there exists a C*-algebra homomorphism V
: C(o(T))-*B(ffl) such that r// maps the polynomial p(A,A) to p{T, T*). The details of this may be found in [5] . The aim of this paper is to show that the algebra C(o(T)) may be replaced by a smaller algebra consisting of the absolutely continuous functions on some rectangle containing the spectrum of T.
This result is a special case of a condition which ensures that an operator on a reflexive 17 space is scalar-type spectral. A scalar-type spectral operator on a Banach space is one which possesses the same type of spectral representation as that which the spectral theorem gives us for normal operators.
The corresponding result, showing that a Hilbert space operator which possesses a contractive functional calculus for the absolutely continuous operators on some compact interval of the real line is self-adjoint, was first proved by Fong and Lam in [6] . The extension of this to reflexive If spaces appears in [2] , where it is also shown that the existence of such a functional calculus does not imply that an operator on L 1 or L°° is spectral. To develop a theory that includes operators whose spectral expansions may only converge conditionally, Smart [11] and Ringrose [10] introduced the notion of a well-bounded operator. This is an operator T e B(X) which possesses a functional calculus for the absolutely continuous functions on some compact interval of the real line. In other words, there exist a, b, C eU such that for all polynomials g. The spectral theorem for well-bounded operators on reflexive Banach spaces says that this is equivalent to T having a spectral representation as an integral with respect to a 'spectral family' concentrated on the compact interval [a,b] cU. Just as the spectral representation of a normal or a scalar-type spectral operator allows one to extend the functional calculus to include all bounded Borel measurable functions, the spectral representation for a well-bounded operator (on a reflexive space) allows one to extend its functional calculus to include all functions of bounded variation on [a, b] .
On a Hilbert space it is known that if the constant K bounding the AC-functional calculus for T can be chosen to be 1, then T must in fact be self-adjoint. The greatest difficulty in extending this result to cover normal operators, is the problem of deciding how to define functions of bounded variation in two variables. The correct definition in this context is the one due to Hardy [7] and Krause [8, p. 345] . Using this definition, Berkson and Gillespie generalized the concept of well-bounded operator to : -elude operators whose spectrum may not be a subset of IR.
In the discussion that follows we shall identify subsets of R 2 with subsets of C in the usual way. The set AC(7 x K) of all absolutely continuous functions/ :JxK->C is a Banach subalgebra of BV(7 x K), and is the closure in BV(7 x K) of the polynomials in two real variables on J x K. Equivalently, one can consider AC(7 x K) to be the closure of the polynomial functions p{z, z)onJxKcC.
It is clear that AC(7 x K) c C(J x K) and that 11/11, < HI / HI for all / e AC(7 x K). The full details of these spaces can be found in [1] .
An operator T e B(X) is said to be an AC-operator if there exists a Banach algebra homomorphism ip : AC(J x K)^> B(X) for which \p{z >->z) = T. Berkson and Gillespie proved that this is equivalent to the condition that Tcan be written as T = U + iV, where U and V are commuting well-bounded operators on X.
By IT we shall mean the usual Lebesgue space of complex valued, p-integrable functions (or essentially bounded functions in the case that p = °°), on some positive measure space.
The results.
In this section we shall show that on the reflexive W spaces, the apparently weaker condition of having a contractive AC(7 x K) functional calculus, actually implies that T has a bounded C(J X K) functional calculus. THEOREM 
Suppose that 1 <p < °° and that T is a bounded operator on W. Then, if there exist compact intervals J, K czU such that T has a contractive AC(J x K) functional calculus, then T is a scalar-type spectral operator.
Proof. Suppose that T has a contractive AC(7 x K) functional calculus. Then T can be written as T = U + iV for a unique pair of well-bounded operators. Suppose that h e AC (7) . Then the function defined by g(s + it) = h(s) lies in AC(7 X K) and g(T) = h(U). Note that p||| A C (y)= |||g \\\ACIJXK), SO that By [2], this implies that (J is a scalar-type spectral operator on U. Similar reasoning implies that V (and hence iV) is also a scalar-type spectral operator. It follows by a result of McCarthy [9] that the sum of two commuting scalar-type spectral operators on a reflexive II space is also a scalar-type spectral operator. Hence T is scalar-type spectral.
Given an AC-operator T = U + iV acting on a reflexive If space, we can define its conjugate operator to be f = U-iV. Note that on a reflexive Banach space U and V are uniquely determined, so T is well-defined. Whether this splitting into the 'real and imaginary parts' of a general AC-operator is unique appears to be an open question. In Hilbert spaces we can show that these functional calculus conditions are equivalent. That (v)^(vi) is trivial. To show that (iv)^(i), one can proceed as in Theorem 3.1. In this case the existence of a contractive AC(7) functional calculus for U implies that U is self-adjoint (see [5] , [4] ). It is easy to check that if U and V are commuting self-adjoint operators, then T = U + iV is normal.
It is interesting to note that in general, it is not known whether an AC-operator on a reflexive Banach space (or more generally, an operator on any Banach space which can be written as T = U + iV with U and V commuting well-bounded operators of type (B)), must have a BV(/ x K) functional calculus.
